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Anisotropy of a thermal field at dissipative scales
in the case of small-scale injection

L. Rosset, P. Paranthoën, J.-C. Lecordier, and M. Gonzaleza)

CNRS UMR 6614/CORIA, Universite´ de Rouen, 76821 Mont-Saint-Aignan, Cedex, France

~Received 19 December 2000; accepted 22 August 2001!

The anisotropy of a thermal field at the level of dissipation has been studied experimentally and by
means of modeling, downstream of a heated line source placed, successively, in a turbulent
boundary layer and a turbulent plane jet. This situation represents anisotropic small-scale injection
of a passive scalar in a turbulent medium. All three instantaneous temperature gradients have been
measured. In the central region of the thermal sheet, experimental data reveal a high degree of
anisotropy of temperature dissipation near the line source and return to isotropy further downstream.
Comparison of measurements with modeling allows interpreting the data and estimating the
return-to-isotropy time scale. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1410982#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The need to understand and predict micromixing in in
and reacting flows has promoted a number of studies dev
to the small-scale structure of scalar fields.1 As a matter of
fact, a better knowledge of mixing at the smallest sca
requires thorough investigations of the statistics of sca
gradients. In this regard, however, theoretical problems
still open. For instance, the fact that large-scale featu
might be felt down to the smallest scales has motivate
closer examination of the validity of classical concepts. E
pecially, the Kolmogorov–Obukhov–Corrsin theory is se
ously questioned with respect to the local isotropy of sca
fields.1 Possible violation of this basic concept has early be
examined2–5 and anisotropy at the level of second- and thi
order moments of scalar derivatives is now confirmed
shear flows.6–10 Recent experiments have furthermore
vealed an intriguing result namely, that in isotropic turb
lence, the small-scale anisotropy of a passive scalar fi
undergoing large-scale anisotropic forcing remains e
though the turbulence Reynolds number is increased.11,12Be-
sides, it is to be noted that, as shown by Van Atta,5 anisot-
ropy of second-order moments of scalar derivatives may
caused by a departure from isotropy at the low-wavenum
end of gradient spectra and may not, thereby, invalidate i
ropy at the smallest scales. Investigation of a possible an
ropy of second-order moments is however valuable with
gard to the question of the validity of isotropy argumen
which are set forth in some scalar dissipation measurem
or models.

The question of the way in which small scales are p
sibly contaminated by large-scale properties has been es
tial to previous studies. In this respect, investigations on
role of cliff structures induced by a mean scalar gradien
isotropic turbulence11,13–15have yielded valuable indications
The persistent anisotropy of scalar derivatives, howe
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leads one to wonder what are the mechanisms underlying
return to isotropy. The latter indeed exist~otherwise, experi-
ments would reveal ever increasing anisotropy! but,
apparently, is not yet understood. For instance, the ex
equations for the components of tensorE,16 Ei j

52D(]u8/]xi)(]u8/]xj ) ~where u is the scalar andD its
molecular diffusivity! lack of a pressure term to which redis
tribution is usually ascribed.17 This implies that, at the leve
of scalar dissipation, only stretching and/or molecular dis
pation are likely to promote the return to isotropy. The ex
mechanism, however, remains unclear. The present study
fers from previous ones in this regard since it is focused
the analysis of anisotropy of a temperature field~the scalar!
injected at small scales, in an anisotropic manner. This
realized by heating a small-diameter line source successi
in a turbulent boundary layer and a turbulent plane jet. C
trary to the case of constant large-scale forcing,11,13,15anisot-
ropy is imposed as an initial condition, at the line sour
This anisotropy apparently remains in the off-center reg
of the plume as proved, especially, by the nonzero skewn
of the temperature derivative. However, in the central par
the plume~where the skewness is found to be negligibl!,
anisotropy of the second-order moments of the derivati
relaxes with downstream distance which enables us to s
the return to isotropy at the level of temperature dissipati

The temperature signal is measured by means of c
wire thermometry. The instantaneous temperature gradien
the flow direction is derived by means of the Taylor’s h
pothesis whereas gradients in the other two directions
obtained using a double cold-wire probe. The three contri
tions to the dissipation of the temperature fluctuations ene
that is,eux

[E11/2, euy
[E22/2, andeuz

[E33/2, are thus deter-

mined and the degree of small-scale anisotropy is estima
The experimental conditions are detailed in Sec. II. A mo
describing the longitudinal evolution of the components ofE
at the source height is also proposed~Sec. III!. Analysis of
measurements and of model predictions is performed in S
IV.

l:
9 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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II. EXPERIMENT

A. Experimental arrangements and conditions

The experiments have been conducted in both a tu
lent boundary layer and a plane turbulent jet as shown in
diagrams presented, respectively, in Figs. 1 and 2. In
boundary layer, the measurements have been performed
closed circuit wind tunnel issuing a free stream at 6.4 m•s21.
The boundary layer thickness,d, at the source location wa
63 mm. The plane jet has been generated by a variable s
blower supplying air in a two-dimensional rectangular 10
contraction. The jet exited normally to an end plate~17
cm335 cm! from a slit of widthb515 mm and span 15 cm
centrally located in the plate. The jet velocity at the noz
exit has been maintained at 6.7 m•s21.

In both experiments, the thermal line source was a K
thal wire ~diameterds50.09 mm!, heated by Joule effect
tensioned laterally across the flow. The electric power w
tuned to minimize the dynamical perturbation behind the l
source. The effective Reynolds number of the source w
namely, Re5Usds/n(Teff) was just smaller than the critica
vortex shedding Reynolds number. In this definition,Us is
the mean longitudinal velocity of the flow at the source
cation and the kinematic viscosity,n, is taken at the tempera
ture Teff defined asTeff5Tu10.24Du; Du represents the dif-
ference between the temperature of the line source and
temperatureTu of the upstream flow. The ratioGr/Re2,
where Gr is the Grashof number defined asGr
5gbDuds

3/n, was about 231024 and hence low enough t

FIG. 1. Heated line source in the turbulent boundary layer.
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consider heat as a passive contaminant. In the previous
pression,g is the acceleration due to gravity andb the tem-
perature coefficient for volume expansion. In the case of
boundary layer experiment, the source was located at he
hs519 mm (hs /d50.3). For the plane jet experiment, th
source was located on the jet axis, atDxs510 cm from the
nozzle (Dxs /b56.7).

The parameters of both flows at the source location
given in Table I. Note that in the present experimental co
ditions, the isotropic relation provides a reliable evaluati
of the mean dissipation ratee. For the boundary layer, plot
ting ed/ut

3 vs y/d ~Ref. 18! proves that the estimated valu
of e agrees with the classical relatione5ut

3/ky ~ut is the
friction velocity andk the von Kármán constant! as well as
with the direct numerical simulations data of Spalart19 in the
range 0.20<y/d<0.65. At the source height (y/d50.3), the
agreement is quite satisfactory. In the plane jet,18 the down-
stream evolution ofe computed with the isotropic relation i
in agreement with previous model predictions20 and tends
toward the far-field relation proposed by Antoniaet al.21 This
acceptable approximation ofe gives some confidence in th
value derived for the Kolmogorov’s length scale.

Temperature fluctuations were measured with a sin
Pt–Rh 10%, 0.7mm diameter cold wire, operated at 0.1 mA
Regarding measurements of the dissipation rate of temp
ture fluctuations,eu , a two-wire probe consisting of two par
allel cold wires was used. These wires were 0.5 mm long
their diameter was 0.7mm. The minimal separation betwee
the wires was 0.2 mm. The componenteux

was measured
using the Taylor’s hypothesis, from time correlation fun
tions. The other two components,euy

and euz
, were mea-

FIG. 2. Heated line source in the turbulent plane jet.
TABLE I. Parameters of the flow at the source location.

Plane jet Boundary layer

Mean longitudinal velocity,Us 6.1 m•s21 5.0 m•s21

Longitudinal turbulence intensity,u821/2
/Us

0.15 0.08

Transverse turbulence intensity,v821/2
/Us

0.17 0.05

Turbulence kinetic energy,k50.75(u821v82) 1.46 m2
•s22 0.17 m2

•s22

Dissipation rate ofk, e515nUs
22(]u8/]t)2 22 m2

•s23 1.55 m2
•s23

Kolmogorov’s length scale,h5(n3/e)1/4 0.11 mm 0.22 mm
Kolmogorov’s frequency,Us /(2ph) 8.8 kHz 3.7 kHz
Taylor’s microscale,l5(15nu82/e)1/2 3 mm 4.8 mm

Microscale Reynolds number, Rel5u821/2
l/n 190 130

Integral time scale ofu 1 ms 4.5 ms
Integral time scale ofv 0.9 ms 1.3 ms
Global integral time scale,k/e 66 ms 110 ms
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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sured from spatial temperature correlation functions
small separations in they and z directions. Because of th
low values of the temperature microscale in the spanw
direction, close to the source, and in the transverse direc
on the whole investigated temperature field, an extensio
the standard parabolic method22 was used for measuringeuy

and euz
. This new method23 for the temperature field is de

duced from the one used by Aronson and Lo¨fdahl24 for ve-
locity measurements. The velocity field was measured us
Pt–Rh 10%, 2.5mm diameter X-hot wires at an overhe
ratio 1.5 with DISA 55M constant temperature bridges.

B. Validity of dissipation measurements

The accuracy of theeux
measurements has been check

by plotting the corresponding one-sided temperature diss
tion spectrum. The latter is shown in Fig. 3, in the case of
boundary layer, at 20 mm downstream of the source. As
be noticed, the spectrum displays the expected shape.25 The
peak wave number is approximately 1200 m21 that is, 0.26
times the Kolmogorov’s wave number~h21.4500 m21, see
Table I!. Moreover, since the cut-off frequency of the pro
is 3500 Hz which corresponds to 4400 m21 in wave number,
Fig. 3 confirms that the scales contributing to the variance
the streamwise derivative,(]u8/]x)2, are resolved.

The other two contributions to the dissipation,euy
and

euz
, derived by the correlation method, cannot be verified

the same way. An indirect proof of the reliability of the
measurement is given by the budget of the temperature v
ance. Figures 4 and 5 display this budget in the bound
layer and the plane jet, downstream of the line source, a
and 5 mm, respectively. The different terms include conv
tion, turbulent transport, production and dissipation of va
ance ~with dissipation evaluated aseu5eux

1euy
1euz

!. In

the figures, they are normalized withsvsu82
max/Lu where

u82
max and Lu are, respectively, the maximum temperatu

FIG. 3. One-sided temperature dissipation spectrum~arbitrary units! in the
boundary layer, at 20 mm from the source, at the source height;k1 is the
wave number corresponding to streamwise direction.
Downloaded 02 Oct 2006 to 195.83.86.155. Redistribution subject to AIP
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variance and the half-width of the mean temperature pro
at the section of measurements. Note that terms corresp
ing to convection by the mean cross-stream velocity, tur
lent transport in streamwise direction as well as product
resulting from the longitudinal temperature gradient ha
been found negligible in the budget and have not been p
ted. An interesting feature is the predominance of convec
and dissipation in the central region of the thermal plum
transport and production mechanisms are significant bey
y/Lu.1. This kind of budget agrees with previous expe
mental studies.26–28The important result is that, in both case
~Figs. 4 and 5!, the sum of the plotted terms is small whic
means that the budget is reasonably well verified. This in
rectly confirms the validity of the dissipation measuremen
It is also worth noting that, in the present case, estimat

FIG. 4. Budget of temperature variance in the boundary layer, at 50
from the source; C: convection; P: production; T: turbulent transport;
dissipation.

FIG. 5. Budget of temperature variance in the plane jet, at 5 mm from
source; C: convection; P: production; T: turbulent transport; D: dissipat
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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dissipation aseu53eux
would noticeably underestimate th

true dissipation and would not ensure the temperature v
ance budget.

III. MODELING

The present modeling essentially aims at assisting
interpretation of experimental data and at trying to get so
further knowledge of the basic mechanisms. We restrict
analysis to the longitudinal evolution of the thermal field
the source height, in the region where the budget of temp
ture variance is governed by convection and dissipation. T
allows us writing transport equations in their homogene
form. As a matter of fact, in this regime, the decay of te
perature variance is described by

ū
]u82

]x
522eu . ~1!

Note that there is no experimental evidence that the b
get of eu is, likewise, limited to convection and dissipatio
Moreover, similarity between theu82 andeu equations can-
not be invokeda priori since, in the case of the decay of a
homogeneous scalar field in sheared turbulence, for insta
the u82 equation does not include any production te
whereas shear gives rise to a production term in theeu

equation.29 The power-law decay ofu82 with downstream
distance displayed by the experimental data~Sec. IV!, how-
ever, suggests that, here, theeu equation is

ū
]eu

]x
52cu

eu
2

u82
, ~2!

with cu5constant. The negative term on the right-hand s
is to be considered as modeling the net dissipation that is
difference between stretching and the molecular destruc
of eu .

The above equation describes the decay ofeu in the
inertial regime, in stationary turbulence.30 Indeed, defining
by l u the internal scale of the thermal plume~which, in the
case of the line source, is the transversal thickness of
instantaneous plume!, eu scales aseu;u82qu / l u ; qu

2 is the
kinetic energy of structures the size of which isl u . In the
inertial regime,31 qu; l u

1/3 and dlu /dt;qu which implies
deu /dt;2eu

2/u82.
The value ofcu can be derived from a recent analysis

Thomson32 based on the relative motion of particle pair
According to the latter, in the regime we are consider
here,eu can be parametrized as

eu5
3z

4

u82

t
,

where z indicates the dimensionality of the source that
z51, 2, or 3 for, respectively, an instantaneous area, line
point source. From the previous equation~with t5x/ū! and
Eqs.~1! and ~2!, it is straightforward to show that

cu5
6z14

3z
.
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Provided the turbulence intensity is not too large, the cas
a continuous line source can be viewed as a problem equ
lent to the instantaneous area source32 which corresponds to
z51 and hence,cu510/3.

Now, the modeled transport equation for the compone
of E is written assuming a convection/dissipation/return
isotropy budget

ū
]Ei j

]x
52

2

3
cu

eu
2

u82
d i j 2aRS Ei j 2

2

3
eud i j D eu

u82
. ~3!

Contraction of Eq.~3! yields theeu equation. The first term
on the right-hand side represents the isotropic dissipatio
Ei j . The second one expresses the return to isotropy un
the form of a relaxation mechanism acting with a charac
istic frequencytR

215aReu /u825aRtu
21/2 as proposed in

Ref. 16. It is to be emphasized that, at present, there is
parently neither experimental nor theoretical informati
about this return to isotropy. Besides, the exactEi j equation
does not include a pressure term to which return to isotr
is usually ascribed which leads to conjecture that only m
lecular dissipation and/or stretching could ensure the latte16

Notice that modeling this mechanism using the scalar ti
scaletu does not dismiss a possible role of the small-sc
velocity field sinceeu , itself, experiences the effect of smal
scale velocity gradients through stretching.

Another key point is raised byaR . Acceptance of the
postulate of local isotropy would requireaR to increase with
the turbulence Reynolds number. Recent experiments11,12

performed in the case of a forced scalar field in isotro
turbulence have, however, proved that, whereas the Reyn
number is significantly increased, anisotropy at dissipat
scales does not seem to relax. It is, therefore, inferred
aR might be slightly Reynolds number dependent an
thereby, is considered to be a constant in the present stud
the following, the value of this constant and hence, an e
mation of the return-to-isotropy time scale is derived fro
comparing modeling predictions with experimental data.

The cases of a heated line source in the turbulent bou
ary layer and in the turbulent plane jet defined in Sec. II
considered in turn. In each case, Eqs.~1! and ~3! are solved
~with eu computed aseu5Eaa/2! using, as initial conditions,
the measured values ofu82, E11([2eux

), E22([2euy
) and

E33([2euz
) at the first experimental section.

IV. RESULTS

A. Heated line source in the turbulent boundary layer

The results presented below relate to longitudinal evo
tions at the source height. Note that the downstream dista
used in Figs. 6–15 is rescaled asx!5svsx/Us which is pro-
portional to the mean width of the thermal sheet;svs is the
root-mean-square~rms! of the transverse velocity at th
source location. In the case of the turbulent boundary la
the velocityū in Eqs.~1! and~3! is constant and equal toUs

that is, 5 m•s21.
In order to gather the results obtained with different v

ues of the heating power applied to the line source, temp
ture is normalized with a reference temperature,Tr
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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5(P/ls)/(rCpUsds).
33 The electric power,P, is increased when

temperature measurements are performed at the far
points. In the present experiments, the power per length u
P/ l s , ranged between 40 and 70 W•m21. In the definition of
Tr , l s is the length of the heated line source~l s515 cm in
the plane jet and 60 cm in the boundary layer! andr andCp

are, respectively, the density and the specific heat of air.
P/ l s540 and 70 W•m21, Tr.70 and 120 K, respectively.

The temperature rms,su , is found to decay approxi
mately asx20.75 ~Fig. 6! and eu as x22.5 ~Fig. 7!. This be-
havior is rather well described by the model. It is wor

FIG. 6. Decay of the temperature rms downstream of the heated line so
placed in the turbulent boundary layer;svs andUs are, respectively, the rms
of the transverse velocity and the mean longitudinal velocity at the so
location; Tr is a temperature of reference based on the heating power
plied to the line source.

FIG. 7. Decay of the temperature variance dissipation and of the t
contributions,eux

, euy
, andeuz

downstream of the heated line source plac
in the turbulent boundary layer;ds is the source diameter. Crosses repres
the predictions of the flapping model.
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noticing thateuy
is the dominant contribution~as expectable

from the geometry of injection! and thateuz
is larger than

eux
; at the first measurement location, for instance,euy

/eux

.30 andeuz
/eux

.1.6.
The predominance ofeuy

close to the line source can b
understood as the consequence of both the initial large
stantaneous temperature gradient in directiony and the flap-
ping experienced by the thermal sheet. This is confirmed
a model inspired from those already developed to estim
the temperature variance in the vicinity of the source.34,35 In
this model,18 it is assumed that, in the near field of the lin
source, the instantaneous thermal plume is Gaussian~with a
characteristic thicknessl p! and undergoes a flapping impose
by the turbulent flow along directiony. The value ofeuy

can
be evaluated by the convolution between (]u/]y)2 and the
probability density function of the position of the plum

rce

e
p-

e

t

FIG. 8. Evolution of the scalar time scale downstream of the heated
source placed in the turbulent boundary layer.

FIG. 9. Evolution of the ratioseuy
/eux

and euz
/eux

downstream of the
heated line source placed in the turbulent boundary layer.
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center. Assuming that the latter is Gaussian with stand
deviationsc , it can be derived that, at the source height a
for sc

2@ l p
2

euy
5

Dup
3

2A2DTmaxsc
2

,

whereup is the maximum temperature in the instantaneo
plume andDTmax is the maximum mean temperature diffe
ence at the measuring section. Since the values ofup , sc ,
and DTmax can be derived from the experiment,euy

can be
computed using the above model. The results are reporte
Fig. 7 and show that the ‘‘flapping scenario’’ explaining th
high value ofeuy

near the source is valid. This is true, als
in the case of the plane jet~Fig. 15! although in the latter
case the model departs from the experiment at a shorter

FIG. 10. Evolution of the three scalar microscales downstream of the he
line source placed in the turbulent boundary layer.

FIG. 11. Decay of the temperature rms downstream of the heated line so
placed in the turbulent plane jet;cu53.3, aR54.
Downloaded 02 Oct 2006 to 195.83.86.155. Redistribution subject to AIP
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tance than in the boundary layer. This model cannot retri
the evolution ofeuy

far downstream or the values ofeux
and

euz
. It, however, gives an indirect proof of the reliability o

the two-point measurements of the instantaneous temp
ture gradient.

The evolution of the scalar time scale,tu5u82/2eu , is
displayed in Fig. 8. The measurements show an initial lin
increase oftu which is predicted by the model as well. Th
slight tendency of the experimental data to level-off from t
linear law aroundx!510 mm could indicate a transition to
far-field regime31 but this would require measurements fu
ther downstream to be assessed.

Predictions ofeux
, euy

, andeuz
~Fig. 7! and of the return

to isotropy, represented by the downstream decrease

ed

rce

FIG. 12. Decay of the temperature variance dissipation and of the t
contributions,eux

, euy
andeuz

downstream of the heated line source plac
in the turbulent plane jet;cu53.3, aR54.

FIG. 13. Evolution of the scalar time scale downstream of the heated
source placed in the turbulent plane jet;cu53.3, aR54.
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euy
/eux

and euz
/eux

~Fig. 9!, are acceptable provided tha
aR54 which implies that the return-to-isotropy time scale
tu/2.

The longitudinal evolution of the microscales is di
played in Fig. 10. These quantities are defined aslux

2

52u82/(]u8/]x)2 and with similar expressions forluy

2 and

luz

2 . They display a downstream increase butlux
and luz

first pass through a minimum. The latter is retrieved~al-
though slightly amplified forlux

! by the model which sug-
gests that this behavior results from the predominance of
return to isotropy in the early evolution ofeux

andeuz
; in the

model, the initial small values ofeux
and euz

indeed cause
their relaxation term@second on right-hand side of Eq.~3!# to

FIG. 14. Decay of the temperature rms downstream of the heated
source placed in the turbulent plane jet;cu52.8, aR53.

FIG. 15. Decay of the temperature variance dissipation and of the t
contributions,eux

, euy
, andeuz

downstream of the heated line source plac
in the turbulent plane jet;cu52.8,aR53. Crosses represent the predictio
of the flapping model.
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e

be large and positive which counteracts their decay due
dissipation and implies a minimum in the corresponding m
croscales sincelux

2 }u82/eux
andluz

2 }u82/euz
. It can also be

put forward that, in a first stage, the thermal sheet exp
ences corrugations in both the longitudinal and spanwise
rections under influence of small-scale vorticity. This proce
results in a decrease of the corresponding microscales,lux

andluz
. The latter increase afterwards, which correspond

the diffusion of the thermal sheet in all directions.
The skewnessS]u/]y of the temperature derivative take

along directiony ~normal to both the line source and the flo
direction! has also been derived from the temperature m
surements~but is not shown here!. The skewness display
opposite signs on both sides of the plume, reaching abso
values as large asuS]u/]yu.4. This behavior results from the
intermittency imposed by the flapping of the instantaneo
plume. These off-center values of the skewness do not
parently display a tendency to decay with downstream d
tance. In the same region, the skewness of the stream
derivative,S]u/]x , is slightly negative. In the center of th
plume,S]u/]y is close to zero right from the first measurin
section andS]u/]x tends to zero. Similar results have be
found in the plane jet. The present experiment therefore
fers a situation in which anisotropy of the thermal fie
seems to remain in a given region~the off-center part of the
plume! whereas isotropy~at least in terms of the second an
third-order moments of the derivatives! establishes in an-
other part of the flow~the center of the plume!.

B. Heated line source in the turbulent plane jet

In the case of the turbulent plane jet, the mean velocitū
used in Eqs.~1! and~3! is not constant and decreases from
to 4.8 m•s21 over the investigated region that is, forx!

51 – 10 mm. Besides, it is considered that the assumptio
stationary turbulence still holds since, over this region,
turbulence kinetic-energy decay is weak.18

The decrease of temperature rms is reported in Fig.
The experimental data show that the latter is inx20.75 up to
x!52.5 mm and, afterwards, rather follows ax21 law. In
contrast, the model does not retrieve the faster decay of
temperature rms beyondx!52.5 mm and overestimates th
measurements in the last stage. Discrepancies between m
predictions and experimental data are also clear when c
sideringeu and the three contributionseux

, euy
, andeuz

~Fig.

12!. Especially, the predicted decay ofeu is too slow and the
return to isotropy ofeux

is too strong in the beginning. In

passing, the hierarchy of the three contributions is found
be qualitatively the same than in the boundary layer w
however, a larger anisotropy; at the first experimental po
euy

/eux
.78 andeuz

/eux
.6.6. The initial increase oftu is

underestimated by the model~Fig. 13! most probably, as a
result of the overestimation ofeu .

A reason for the disagreement between model pre
tions and measurements could lie in the hypothesis that
budget of temperature variance just amounts to
convection–dissipation equilibrium; in the case of the pla
jet, turbulence transport of variance at the source heigh

e
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indeed not quite negligible.18 It is furthermore found to as
sume a negative sign and, if taken into account, may ther
imply a faster decay of the variance. The assum
convection–dissipation budget ofeu , may not, in addition,
be verified. Besides, the equivalence between a continu
line source and an instantaneous area source32 used for de-
termining the dissipation constantcu ~Sec. III! is question-
able in the case of the plane jet since, in the latter, the
bulence intensity is not small; the intensity of longitudin
velocity fluctuations at the source location is 0.15, two tim
larger than in the boundary layer~Table I!. The theoretical
valuecu510/3 may not, thereby, be adapted to the case
the line source in the turbulent plane jet. As the predic
evolutions ofu82 andeu are governed bycu independently
of the value of the return-to-isotropy constantaR , we have
first modified the value ofcu in order to better fit the experi
mentalu82 andeu . The value ofaR determining the return-
to-isotropy time scale has then been chosen by fitting
evolutions ofeux

, euy
, and euz

. This leads tocu52.8 and
aR53 ~whereascu53.3 and aR54 in the case of the
boundary layer!. The corresponding comparisons betwe
model predictions and experimental data are given in Fig
for the temperature rms and in Fig. 15 for the dissipation a
its three contributions. Note thataR53 implies a return-to-
isotropy time scale equal to 0.67tu instead of 0.5tu in the
case of the boundary layer.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

A striking result of this study is the high degree of a
isotropy at dissipative scales of the thermal field downstre
of the heated line source. Ratioseuy

/eux
as large as 30 in the

boundary layer and 78 in the plane jet have been measu
This predominance ofeuy

is explained by both the large tem
perature gradient imposed by the source and by the flap
of the thermal sheet along directiony. It has also been found
that euz

is larger thaneux
; at the first experimental location

euz
/eux

.1.6 in the boundary layer and 6.6 in the plane j
This latter result remains to be explained but it is likely th
in both flows, the preferential orientation of small-scale v
ticity induced by shear implies a redistribution of the insta
taneous temperature gradient36 which promoteseuz

at the
expense ofeux

. The same kind of measurements perform
in grid turbulence would most probably showeux

.euz
.

The other outstanding feature is the return to isotropy
temperature dissipation with downstream distance, at
source height. We stress that this result does not conflict w
previous studies showing persistent anisotropy.11 As a matter
of fact, the present experiment is different from those
which anisotropy is maintained through large-scale forci
Anisotropy of the second-order moments of the tempera
derivatives is indeed just imposed at the injection locati
by the geometry of the source and, in the central part of
plume, is free to relax downstream. The return to isotropy
a crucial point since there is, at present, a serious lack
information as regard to this phenomenon. It has been sh
that the decay ofeux

, euy
, andeuz

at the source height, in th
region where the budget of temperature variance amoun
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a convection–dissipation regime, can be described b
model based on a convection–isotropic dissipation–retur
isotropy equilibrium suggesting that the latter mechanis
are indeed the prevailing ones in the evolution of all thr
dissipative contributions. More significantly, this model h
enabled us to derive an estimate of the return-to-isotr
time scale,tR . As a matter of fact, comparisons betwe
predictions and experimental data are acceptable prov
that the latter is proportional to the scalar time scale,tu ,
with tR.0.5tu in the turbulent boundary layer andtR
.0.67tu in the turbulent plane jet, at least over the inves
gated region of the thermal field. The value oftR in the
plane jet is, however, to be considered with some cau
since a satisfactory overall comparison between the mo
and the measurements is more delicate to obtain in this c
It is furthermore to be noticed that the return-to-isotropy tim
scale has been assumed to be independent of the Rey
number. Assessing this important hypothesis is difficult h
since the turbulence Reynolds number has comparable
ues in both the boundary layer and the plane jet~Table I!.

The ratioaR /cu gives an estimate of the efficiency o
the return to isotropy with respect to isotropic dissipatio
With aR54 andcu510/3, it is equal to 1.2. Interestingly
the model of Speziale and Gatski17 shows that this ratio, in
the case of the dissipation tensor of the Reynolds stress
Ce5

/Ce2
.3 which suggests that the return to isotropy mig

be faster for the velocity derivatives than for the scalar
rivatives.

Now, a key point concerns the mechanisms underly
the return to isotropy at the level of scalar dissipation. This
an interesting question since, in contrast with the Reyno
stresses dissipation tensor, the contributions to the scalar
sipation~namely,eux

, euy
, andeuz

! are not, at least directly

influenced by pressure to which return to isotropy is gen
ally ascribed.16 One can, however, surmize that the mech
nisms causing the return to isotropy lie in both the stretch
and the molecular dissipation. The latter does not ens
properly so-called, a redistribution~although the correspond
ing term can be rewritten so as to include redistribution f
lowing, for instance, Lumley37! but lessens the largest insta
taneous gradients that is, in the present case,
instantaneous transverse temperature gradient. Bes
stretching implies an action oneux

, euy
, and euz

through

strain and rotation. Rotation causes reorientation of sc
gradients and is also, thereby, a possible mechanism for
return to isotropy. In the case of the heated line source, it
be imagined that longitudinal and spanwise vorticity gen
ates local curvature of the heat sheet implying, on the wh
promotion of, respectively, spanwise and longitudinal te
perature gradients and reduction of the transverse one.
evolutions of the microscaleslux

, luy
, andluz

reported here

lend support to this kind of scenario. A possible addition
role of strain via, for instance, transverse dilatation and l
gitudinal and spanwise compression could be considere
well. Strain, however, also implies anisotropy, especia
here, by compression normal to the scalar sheet. Finall
may be that, overall, mechanisms of the same order of m
nitude~molecular dissipation, rotation, and strain! promoting
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either anisotropy or return to isotropy oppose each other
sulting in a small net redistribution which could be weak
Reynolds number dependent. In passing, this would jus
modeling the return to isotropy using a time scale that d
not depend on the turbulence Reynolds number.

Such questions would deserve more thorough invest
tions. In particular, the exact scenario of the return to is
ropy remains to be described and the order of magnitud
the different mechanisms to be evaluated. In this reg
valuable information would be yielded by experiments
which various positions of the source would be chosen
function of the local values of the turbulence Reynolds nu
ber or the local characteristics of the small-scale vorticity
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